
     

Class I 28% - solar, 
hydroelectric, wind and Fuel 
Cell
Class II 4% - trash-to-energy 
sources
Class III 5% - Combined Heat  
and Power facilities, energy
efficiency projects.

Learn more about CT’s RPS
requirements at CT RPS 
Overview.

For information about the certificates that are supported through this offer visit
www.shellenergy.com. You can also contact CT’s Public Utility Regulatory Authority at 800-382-
4586 or pura.information@ct.gov.

Voluntary Renewable Offer
This offer provides an additional 63% of renewable energy certificates 

on top of the state-required minimum.

Suppliers can purchase energy certificates supported by 63% of usage not already supporting the
minimum required certificates (the gray portion of the chart above) through Voluntary Renewable
Offer (VRO) products. Selection of this VRO product means that your usage supports the purchase
of [63%] of certificates in addition to the state-required minimum certificates described above.

These certificates come from [TYPE (wind, etc.) and STATE(s)/RTOs (if PJM control area, must
indicate that this includes portions of Delaware, District of Columbia, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, Maryland, North Carolina, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, West Virginia or Virginia)].

* All certificates represent the attributes of renewable generation sources as defined in Connecticut
statute. To learn more about renewable certificates visit EnergizeCT . The supplier’s purchase of
these certificates DOES NOT mean that the specific electricity that you are buying through this offer
comes from the renewable sources indicated on this Label. Please refer to the next page (generation
source information) to see the makeup of the electricity delivered.

Renewable Energy Certificate Information

This offer meets CT’s 2024 minimum of 37%                                                                                                                                 
mandatory renewable energy certificate requirements.

All suppliers must purchase a minimum amount of renewable energy certificates* from 
generating sources based on the amount of electricity the supplier sells in Connecticut to 

meet the state’s Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS).

The certificates must be from 
these sources:

28%

4%
5%63%

Usage Supporting Certificates Required by RPS

Class I Class II Class III Usage not supporting certificates required by RPS
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